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./ OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS i

1. Which of the follo'rving statements is not necessarily true
regarding mechanical waves? (a) They are formed by
some source of disturbance. (b) They are sinusoidal in
nature. (c) They carry energy. (d) They require a medium
through rvhich to propagate. (e) The wave speed depends
on the properties of the medium in which they travel.

2. The distance betlr'een two successive peaks of a sinusoidal
$ave traveling along a string is 2 m. If the frequency of
this wave is 1Hz, what is the speed of the rvave? (a) 4m/s
(b) I m/s (c) B m/s (d) 2 m/s (e) impossible to answer
lrom the information giverr

3. Rank the rvaves represented by the following functions from
the largest to the smallest according to (i) their amplitudes,
(ii) their wavelengths, (iii) their frequencies, (iv) their pe-
riods, and (v) their speeds. If the values of a quantiq' are
equal for two \{aves, shorv them as having equal rank. For all
functions, x and 1 are in meters and , is in seconds. (a) I :
4sin (3x- 150 (b)1 : 6cos (3x+ l5t- 2) (c)1 : Bsin
(2x+ llt) (d) f : Bcos (4x+ 20t) (e) 1:7sin (6x- 24t)

! Ifyo, stretch a rubber hose and pluck it, you can observe a

pulse traveling up and down the hose. (i) What happens to
the speed of the pulse if you stretch the hose more tightly?
(a) It increases. (b) It decreases. (c) It is constant. (d) It
changes unpredictably. (ii) \\4eat happens to the speed ifyou
fill the hose r,vith water? Choose from the same possibilities.

5, \{hen all the strings on a
guitar (Fig. OQl3.5) are

stretched to the same ten-
sion, 'u.ill the speed of a

r.ave along the most mas-
sive bass string be (a) faster,
(b) slorver, or (c) the same

as the speed of a r,aYe on
the lighter strings? Alterna-
tively, (d) is the speed on

Figure OQl3.5

the bass string not necessarily any, of these ansn ers?

6. By rvhat factor would you have to multiply the tension in
a stretched strir-rg so as to double the lvave speed? Assume
the string does not stretch. (a) a factor of8 (b) a factor of4
(c) a factor of 2 (d) a factor of 0.5 (e) You cor-rld not change
the speed by a predictable factor by changing the tension.

7. A sound rvave can be characterized as (a) a transverse wave,
(b) a longitudinal nave, (c) a transverse wave or a longitu-
dinal wave, depending on the nature ofits source, (d) one
that carries no energy, or (e) a rvave that does not require a

medium to be transmitted from one place to the other.

8. Tivo sirens A and B are sounding so that the frequency from
A is nvice the frequency from B. Compared rvith the speed
of sound from A, is the speed of sound from B (a) nvice as

fast, (b) half as fast, (c) four times as fast, (d) one-fourth as

fast, or (e) the same?

9. Table 13.1 shoivs the speed of sound is typically an order of
magnitr.rde larger in solids than in gases. To rvhat can this
higher value be most directly attributed? (a) the difference
in density betr.een solids and gases (b) the difl-erence in
compressibiliry bebveen solids and gases (c) the limited size

of a solid object compared to a fiee gas (d) the impossibility
of holding a gas under significant tension
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[0ll A ,o.,.." r,ibrating at constant frequency generares a sinu-
soidal'wave on a string under constant tension. If the porver
delivered to the string is doubled, by rvhat factor does the
amplitude change? (a) a factor of 4 (b) a factor of 2 (c) a

factorofV2 (d) afactor of0.707 (e) cannotbepredicted

11. A source of sound vibrates rvith constant frequency. Rank
the frequency of sound observed in the follor,r.ing cases from
highest to the lo\.vest. If two frequencies are equal, sho'rv their
equaliq, in your ranking. All the motions mentioned have the
same speed, 25 m/ s. (a) The source and obsen er arc srarion-
ary. (b) The source is moving toward a stationary observer.
(c) The source is moving au,a1'from a stationary observer.
(d) The obsen'er is moving tou.ard a stationary source.
(e) The observer is mol.ing arvay from a stationary source.

12. (a) Can a rvave on a strins move with a wave speed that is

greater than the maximum trans\rerse speed u1,,,^, of an ele-
ment of the string? (b) Can the rvave speed be much greater
than the maximum element speed? (c) Can the tvave speed
be equal to the maximum element speed? (d) Can the wave
speed be less than r_r.,,,,,?

13, If one end of a heary rope is attached to one end of a light-
weight rope, a wave can move from the hear.y rope into the
lighter one. (i) What happens to the speed of the r,vave?

(a) It increases. (b) It decreases. (c) It is constant. (d) It
changes unpredictably. (ii) \\4rat happens to the fiequency?
Choose from the same possibilities. (iii) \,Vhat happens to
the tavelength? Choose from the same possibilities.

L4, lf a 1.00-kHz sound source moves at a speed of 50.0 m,/s
tolvard a listener who moves at a speed of 30.0 m/s in a

direction arvay from the source, r,hat is the apparent fre-
quency heard by the listener? (a) 796 Hz (b) 949 Hz
(c) 1 000 Hz (d) 1 068 Hz (e) 1.273H2

15. Asyou travel do'nn the high-
rvay in your car, an ambu-
lance approaches you from
the rear at a high speed
(Fig. OQ13.15) sounding
its siren at a frequency of
500 Hz. \\hich statement
is correct? (a) You hear a
frequency less than 500 Hz.
(b) You hear a freqr-rency

equal to 500 Hz. (c) You
hear a frequency greater
than 500 Hz. (tl) You hear
a frequency greater than

Figure OQl3.15

500 Hz, rvhereas the ambulance driver hears a frequency
lorver than 500H2. (e) You hear a frequencl, less than 500 Hz,
rvhereas the ambulance driver hears a frequency of 500 Hz.

16. Assume a change at the source of sound reduces the rvave-
length of a sound rvave in air by a factor of 2. (i) \Virat
happens to its frequency? (a) It increases by a factor of 4.
(b) It increases by a factor of 2. (c) It is unchanged. (d) It
decreases by a factor of 2. (e) It chanses by an unpredict-
able factor. (ii) What happens to its speed? Choose from the
same possibilities as in part (i).

17. Suppose an observer and a source of sound are both at
rest relative to the ground and a strong ivind is blorving
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